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The glory of friendship is not the outstretched hand, nor the
kindly smile, nor the joy of companionship; it is the spiritual
inspiration that comes to one when he discovers that someone
else believes in him.
-Ralph Waldo Emerson
I cannot imagine there exists a more appropriate verse to
express the profound gratitude I feel for Gary Rodrigues
and Robin Buckley who so generously and graciously
offered, during my preparation for this exhibition, their
unrelenting encouragement, intelligence and infinite
kindness.
-David Brega

FORE WORD
Marcia L. Vose
I must confess that I was tricked while viewing David Brega’s
work at Doubletake, a group exhibition held recently at the
Duxbury Art Complex. I was intently focused on David’s
technique in the painting Please Do Not Touch when I noticed
a drop of water near the bottom of the painting. Concerned
about a leak from the skylight above, I moved closer and realized that the drop was painted on—I’d been fooled! Rubbing
salt in the wound, David further explained to me that the
chalk mark on the wet part of the blackboard would not be
the same as on the dry part. Have you ever tried writing on a
wet chalkboard? Tricked again!

And what do we make of the painting Finial’s Rainbow?
While the work follows the rules of trompe l’oeil, the picture
is rich with atmosphere and mood.
There is an ambiance that goes beyond the pictorial and
invites us to a soothing place to see the beauty in everyday
objects. The composition is elegant in its simplicity, devoid
of busyness.

In addition to his wry sense of humor, David has all the skill
and patience that it takes to practice this time-consuming art
form. Sometimes working with a single bristle brush, he
painstakingly builds his many layers of paint and glazes to give
his work an exquisite finish. Founding Father, the star of this
exhibition, took Brega three months to paint!
Mere technical talent, however, is not the only quality the
gallery looks for when deciding to represent an artist. Working
within time-honored traditions, we also look for originality
and the desire to break new ground. Eyeful marks a new direction in David’s work. There is a mystery about the painting
On the Beat that departs from traditional trompe l’oeil. Where’s
the trick? Is the artist simply appealing to those viewers who
long for a motorcycle?
What is the light
source that comes
from the left, as if a
mirror image were
throwing light upon
the subject? The rider
is in uniform; the
cycle is antique. Is the
rider just a patrolman
enforcing the speed
limit or could he be a
soldier during the
second world war,
cautioning us to think
twice before jumping
into a conflict?
On the Beat, 2002

Finial’s Rainbow

The title for this show, Eyeful, plays not only on the trompe
reference, “eyefool” but also acknowledges Brega’s unique
talent in creating ambiance in his work, whether it be the
mystery of On the Beat or the lush contemplative mood of
Finial’s Rainbow—paintings that we cannot characterize as
either still-life or trompe l’oeil. They are, in the simplest terms,
an Eyeful.
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E YEFUL /E YEFOOL
David Brega and the
Tradition of Still Life Painting
Nancy Allyn Jarzombek
David Brega is recognized today as one of the
country's foremost contemporary painters of still
life. The hallmarks of his style are a taste for spare
compositions that are structured from a simple yet
powerful design sense, combined with visual richness
of surface detail. At the same time he chooses subject
matter—old painted woods, antique toys, letters, and
pictures from the 19 th century—that conjures memories
and nostalgia for days gone by. Brega has carved out
a specialty in trompe l’oeil painting with his superb
technique, exacting sense of design, and a delight in
playing tricks upon his viewers.
Trompe l’oeil is a special branch of still life painting that is intended to mimic reality so closely that
the viewer is fooled into thinking that he is seeing
real objects. Trompe l’oeil foolery has been around
since the time of the ancient Greeks; 17 th -century
Dutch painters excelled at the art, and 19 th -century
American painters, too, reveled in its trickery. These
paintings have their own vocabulary based upon
optical rules. First, the artist reduces the depth in
his painting by painting objects on a shallow ledge
or, better yet, painting flat objects, such as postcards,
pieces of paper and newspaper clippings, on a flat
surface. Restricting depth reduces the binocular
vision of the viewer and thus heightens the illusion
of reality. Second, the scale within the painting
approximates the scale of real life, which rules out
subject matter that is larger than the canvas at hand.
Third, the artist generally selects inanimate objects
as a viewer can easily detect something that should
be alive and moving, such as a little mouse, but is
not. Within the narrow confines of this world, artists
experiment and push the limits. Some include
droplets of water or tiny flies that convince us of
their realism; others engage in trickery by playing
with gravity. Brega loves this. Within his taut, precise
compositions he balances objects precariously, tempting
his viewer to reach out and make adjustments. Note,
for example in Over Easy, the spoon on the edge of a
shelf with an egg in it, or the striped marble on the
table of Finial’s Rainbow, about to roll to one side, or
6

the letters that are stuck behind a postcard but seem
about to fall loose, in Sitting Still.
Brega’s paintings are classical in form; the bowl
containing apples and the wooden bucket filled with
eggs both hearken back to simple, frontal, balanced
compositions that have been used by still life artists
throughout history. However, his trompe l’oeil
compositions, which combine reproductions of
iconic images with letters and personal memorabilia,
are more complex in meaning and locate Brega within
a post modern world. In Founding Father, for example,
we contemplate traditional compositional elements—
the drawn curtain and the letters—combined with a
reproduction of one of the icons of American history,
John Adams. The image, which Brega tore from a
museum catalogue, is also a reference to an icon of
American art, Gilbert Stuart’s portrait of John
Adams. But it is a reproduction. That is, it is a painting
of a reproduction. It is a painting of a mass-produced
reproduction of a painting by a famous American of a
famous American. Brega’s post-modern audience is thus
challenged to contemplate the nature of art within
contexts and layers of fine art and popular culture.

Detail of Finial’s Rainbow

artists were reacting to European abstraction and surrealism, and American critics were proclaiming the
ascendancy of abstract expressionism. Davies was at
Yale, immersed in a three-semester course on the
Renaissance technique of painting with egg tempera,
based upon deliberate and methodical procedures to
build, step by step, layers of paint, toward the desired
result. After learning to paint with tempera Davies
switched to oil, which enabled him to work even
more slowly, building up depth in color and detail.
At the same time that he was applying scrupulous
attention to technique, he was discovering the trickery
and beauty of trompe l’oeil. He claimed he experienced
an epiphany when he tried to touch a droplet of
water on a seventeenth-century Dutch painting that
was hanging in the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston,
only to discover that it was painted. He had been
fooled; he was thrilled. For his thesis, he wrote about
the history of trompe l’oeil painting and he began to
experiment with various tricks in his own paintings,
to fool the eye of his viewers. 2
Detail of Stitting Still

Some facts of Brega’s biography: born with twin
brother Douglas on Christmas Day in 1948, he was
raised in East Longmeadow, Massachusetts, and attended
the Paier School of Art in New Haven, Connecticut
before moving to the West Coast where he worked as
a commercial artist. After ten years he came back to
Massachusetts and began painting still life, full time.
In 1986 he had his first solo exhibition at Alexander
Gallery in New York and sold every painting on opening
night. In 1991 he had a second solo exhibition, and
in 2000 the Springfield Museum of Fine Arts mounted
a twenty-five year retrospective exhibition of David’s
work, together with the watercolors of his brother
Douglas, entitled David Brega, Douglas Brega, Oil
and Water. Most recently, David Brega’s paintings
were featured in Doubletake, an exhibition of trompe
l’oeil that opened at the Art Complex Museum in
Duxbury, Massachusetts, in May of 2003.

Davies himself, of course, was not working in a
vacuum. American folk art dealer Edith Halpert “discovered” the great 19 th century trompe l’oeil painter
William Harnett in 1935 and mounted a show of his 3
work in 1939 at the Downtown Gallery in New York.

Brega tells us that his most important influence is
Ken Davies, an artist who served as his teacher and
mentor: “Ken Davies has been an invaluable influence
on both my work and my career.” 1 Davies, who
taught at and later directed the Paier School of Art,
has been quietly painting still life and trompe l’oeil
paintings in Connecticut for more than fifty years.
His story begins in the late 1940s, when American
Detail of Sugar and Spice
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19 th -century. 4 In 1953 journalist and art critic Alfred
Frankenstein came out with After the Hunt: William
Harnett and Other American Still Life Painters. This
book itself made history as Frankenstein boldly reattributed paintings that had been signed “Harnett”
to another artist altogether, John F. Peto. The elements
of forgery and deception inherent in the story
attracted enthusiastic reviewers and to this day Ken
Davies remembers the excitement that surrounded the
publication of this book. “It was like reading a detective
novel,” he said, and he attributes part of his own
success to the popular interest that the book generated
in trompe l’oeil. 5
William Harnett, Bankers Table

In 1947 the first book devoted to 19 th -century
American still life was published, and by the 1950s,
within the field of American art history, realism was
all the rage. Scholars, museum curators and gallery
dealers, including Robert C. Vose, Jr., of Boston,
began to discover the rich traditions of still life,
genre, and portraiture that were produced in the

Ken Davies, Museum Collection, 1986
Courtesy of The New Bedford Whaling Museum
© The New Bedford Whaling Museum
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By the time the Brega brothers entered the Paier
School of Art, Ken Davies had developed a curriculum
that emphasized basic foundation work in drawing,
painting and composition. As Dean of the school,
Davies himself was no longer teaching; instruction
had been turned over to the next generation of Ken
Davies’s students. However, both David and Douglas
Brega formed a close friendship with Davies that outlasted their school days and continues to the present
day. In a recent interview, Davies recalled visiting

David in Las Vegas in the mid-1970s, when he was
working on an enormous billboard of Frank Sinatra’s
face. While there, he looked at some small trompe
l’oeil paintings that David had made, admired his
technique, and encouraged him to continue.
By 1986, when David Brega had his first exhibition,
the scholarship of American still life painting—and its
markets—were well established. He could visit museums to see paintings by William Harnett, John Peto,
and a host of other American artists who had come to
light. Moreover, books and catalogues on these artists
made their images widely available. Brega’s challenge,
therefore, was not to break new stylistic ground but
rather, to find his own way within the parameters of
the trompe l’oeil tradition. He has done this by seeking
out objects whose forms and historical associations
touch him, by arranging them in spare, carefullywrought compositions, and by mastering a technique
that is breathtakingly accomplished. At times Brega
departs from his usual subject matter. In Colors, for
example, he selected a rock star’s leather jacket encrusted
with badges, belts, and chains—a contemporary artifact
that is both a symbol of pop culture and a fascinatingly
personal article of clothing. At other times he revels in
the traditional boundaries of his art, pulling subject
matter, composition, and trickery together with his
own unique sense of humor and his original standard
of beauty.

1
David Brega in David Brega: Trompe l’Oeil: The Provocative Language of Illusion
(NY: Alexander Gallery, 1986): endpage.
2
See Alfred Frankenstein, Ken Davies, A Retrospective (NY: Hirschl & Adler Galleries,
1978); Greta Berman and Jeffrey Wechsler, Realism and Realities: The Other Side of
American Painting 1940-1960 (New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers University Art Gallery,
1982) and Ken Davies: 35 Years: A New Bedford Homecoming (New Bedford, MA: Old
Dartmouth Historical Society, 1983).
3
Halpert seized upon a terrific sales pitch; she made him relevant to mid-20th-century
art by arguing that Harnett’s paintings provided the missing link between 17th-century
Dutch painting and 20th-century surrealism. “We marvel at the fact that [Harnett]

Detail of Colors

anticipated a style practiced today by the vanguard in France and in this country.”
Halpert enthused, “His color is brilliant, the painting flawless, and the composition
organized in abstract pattern.” See Edith Halpert, “Introduction,” “Nature-Vivre” by
William M. Harnett (NY: Downtown Gallery, 1939), not paginated.
4

Wolfgang Born, Still Life Painting in America (NY: Oxford University Press, 1947).

Ken Davies interview with author, August 8, 2003. For an excellent summary and
analysis of the scholarship that encircles William Harnett see Elizabeth Johns,
“Harnett Enters Art History,” in Doreen Bolger, Marc Simpson and John
Wilmerding, William M. Harnett (New York: Harry N. Abrams, Inc., 1992):
101-112.
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Founding Father, 2003
oil on Masonite
42 x 43 inches
signed lower right

Balanced Breakfast, 2001
oil on Masonite
8 3/16 x 23 1/4 inches
signed lower left
Collection of harvey P. eisen
12

Skybox, 2001
oil on Masonite
18 1/2 x 22 inches
signed lower middle
Collection of Gary rodrigues and robin Buckley
13

Carousel, Study, 2003
Oil on Masonite
8 1/8 x 9 3/4 inches
Initialled lower left
14

Finial’s Rainbow, 2002
oil on Masonite
19 5/8 x 26 3/4 inches
signed lower left
15

On the Beat, 2002
oil on Masonite
25 x 19 1/2 inches
signed lower right
Private Collection
16
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Visitors to my studio invariably offer me ideas for subject matter—a family
heirloom or an antique chest in great red paint, you name it! I was taken by
surprise, though, when my friend, April Kramer, brought me her husband’s leather
motorcycle jacket to consider for a painting. The leather jacket festooned with
biker trinkets (skulls, chains, patches, etc.) was a fascinating idea, however, the
complexity was daunting and I declined.
Over the next few years, I kept thinking about that jacket and remembering the
advice of New York art dealer Alexander Acevedo: history will remember a large
masterpiece long after you are gone! I thought of the nineteenth-century master of
this genre, William Michael Harnett, and what immediately came to mind were his
four large canvases on the theme after the hunt—paintings of game birds, rabbits,
rifles and powder horns draped on large, old wooden doors.
When Joey Kramer, drummer for Aerosmith, returned to Marshfield Hills after
the group’s ’94–’95 tour, we got to know each other and became good friends. One
morning, he brought the jacket to my studio, not knowing of his wife’s offering a
few years earlier. This time, I couldn’t resist. With the help of my colleague and
noted marine painter, Michael Keane, we came up with this composition. And,
with the encouragement and support of April and Joey, I began what would
become one of the most amazing painting experiences in my career.
I worked on the jacket, later to be titled Colors, for two years in preparation for
my first major museum show, Oil and Water, a twenty-five year retrospective at the
Springfield Museum of Fine Arts in Springfield, Massachusetts. I delivered Colors,
still wet, to be hung as the centerpiece of the exhibition. I was thrilled on the
night of the opening when Crosby Kemper, who has been a major supporter in my
career, bought Colors for the Kemper Museum of Contemporary Art in Kansas City,
Missouri. Perhaps Colors will someday be remembered in the same way as Harnett’s
After the Hunt paintings.
–David Brega

Colors, 1999 – 2000
oil on Masonite
67 x 50 inches
signed lower left
Collection of the Kemper Museum of Contemporary art
Bebe and Crosby Kemper Collection, gift of the
r. C. Kemper Charitable trust and foundation
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Sugar and Spice, 2003
oil on Masonite
25 1/2 x 13 3/4 inches
signed lower right
20

Sitting Still, 2002
oil on Masonite
13 1/2 x 19 3/4 inches
signed lower right
21

Horse Drawn, 2003
oil on Masonite
8 5/8 x 14 inches
signed lower right
22

Just Landed, 2003
oil on Masonite
10 3/4 x 14 1/2 inches
signed lower right
23

Over Easy, 2003
oil on Masonite
15 1/2 x 12 1/2 inches
signed lower right
Collection of ray amorosi and Peg tampone
24

Egg Whites and Pail Grays, 2003
oil on Masonite
10 1/2 x 15 1/4 inches
signed lower right
Collection of ray amorosi and Peg tampone
25

Sweet and Sour, 2003
oil on Masonite
6 1/2 x 8 1/2 inches
signed lower right
26

Orchard Light, 2002
oil on Masonite
20 x 26 1/4 inches
signed lower right
27
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